Introduction
Technologies are foundations of modern societies and software plays an essential role in technologies. Recognizing the importance of software, computer science has become an integral part of general education in USA [1] . Developing high quality software is a complex process and many tools are involved, for example, version control, debugging, performance profile, test coverage, memory access violation, and resource utilization. As an analogy, these tools are instruments in an airplane; these instruments provide crucial information about the condition and status of the plane. The speedometer informs a pilot how fast the plane is flying; this is similar to the performance profile of a computer program. Modern planes have many sensors; software should also be diagnosed by advanced tools. Flying without the instruments can be dangerous.
Pilots need to understand the information presented by the instruments but they do not have to install, configure, calibrate, or repair these instruments. In contrast, when students learn tools for software development, students need to install, configure, and update these tools. Imagine that each pilot needs to install and calibrate the speedometer of a plane! Tools for software development may have many options and learning these tools can be overwhelming for beginners. There are two possible solutions (1) teaching tools so that students are familiar with the tools or (2) teaching students programming without using many tools. For the first approach, students may not see the need of these tools yet. The second approach is equivalent to teaching flying without instruments. Students do not understand many essential properties of their programs. Thus, neither approach is ideal. A better approach is to adopt what the aviation industry has been doing: separate the responsibilities. Pilots focus on controlling airplanes, leaving design, installation, maintenance, and repair of instruments to other experts. This is the third approach we suggest in this paper. Figure 1 : The Architecture of the Proposed System. The main components include a web portal, a web server, a file system, a database, an execution container, and analysis engines. The necessary tools are integrated into the execution container.
We recognize the need to provide detailed analysis of students' programs, without the burden of managing these tools. Our approach hides all the analysis tools behind a web interface, adopting the concept of "software as a service". The website provides a fullyfeatured code editor and same functionalities as a local file system. A student may create folders, move, copy, or delete files. Students interact with our system by typing, pointing, and clicking as they do for most other applications. Our graphical user interface aims to provide students direct control and predictability. Most text editing keyboard shortcuts, such as copy, cut, paste, find, and replace are enabled in our system. Version control is builtin: a student clicks a button to commit a version. The student can see the history of changes without the knowledge of creating a repository. The repositories created by this tool is private in order to prevent academic dishonesty. Our system currently supports C programs and we plan to extend it to other languages in the near future. The execution engine is a Docker container. The system automatically generates M a k e f i l eto compile and link the source code. When a program is tested, the system invokes a set of analysis programs, for example, V a l g r i n dto detect invalid memory access. If a program terminates abnormally, the system invokes g d band reports the call stack information. The system also allows modular testing. An instructor provides the correct answers for the functions needed for a programming assignment. After a student finishes one function, the student can test the program by using the instructor's answers of the unfinished functions. The code from the student and the instructor is compiled and linked together to create the executable. This allows the student to learn programming one step at a time. The instructor's answers are hidden behind the website and the student cannot see the answers.
This system offers many benefits that are unavailable in today's grading systems. First, the web interface greatly simplifies the students' need to manage their coding environments. This is one main advantage of "Software as a Service": users do not have to maintain (install and upgrade) the tools. Second, the instructor can monitor students' progress. By allowing students to use the hidden answers from the instructor, the instructor can understand which part of the assignments are the most difficult (because most students use the instructor's answers for testing the rest of the programs). Third, the system automatically analyzes the students' programs and the students do not need to configure these tools. Presenting the insightful information about a computer program without the student's effort managing the tools is equivalent to presenting the vital information about an airplane to pilots without asking pilots to manage the instruments. The core function of this system has been operational since September 2015 and is performing alpha testing now.
This system does not intend to completely replace the tools and students should still need to learn some tools. Instead, the system smoothes the learning curve . A student can benefit from all the tools from the first day. As the student learns more about programming, some tools can be disabled (under the instructor's control) and the student has to manage the tools.
Integrated Tools
This section briefly describes the tools that have already been integrated into this system: 1. g i t for version control 2. g d b for showing call stack 3. V a l g r i n d for detecting memory errors Version control is commonly used in software development. A complex program is written in stages, i.e., different versions. Version control is particularly useful for a team project where new features and bug fixes are often created by different team members. Merging these changes by hand is errorprone. This system uses g i t for version control. Students can save different versions, compare different versions, and roll back to an earlier version. Version control benefits students because they can experiment, without the fear of losing their partially working solutions. Even though many books and instructors encourage students to "design carefully, code correctly, and never write buggy code", debugging is difficult to avoid completely. The tool g d b shows the call stack of a program if it terminates abnormally ("crashed"). This system automatically invokes g d bwhen a program crashes, parses the outputs of g d b , and shows the exact line where the program crashes. Invalid memory accesses and memory leak are common problems when students learn C programming. This system uses V a l g r i n dto detect such errors. We plan to integrate additional tools (test coverage and performance profiling) in the near future.
Related Work
An integrated development environment (IDE), such as Eclipse, is the most popular approach to facilitate the learning process for beginners. An IDE provides many advanced toolkits, but just like any other software, it needs to be installed, configured, and maintained by programmers. Learning how to use IDE can be overwhelming for beginners, not to mention that many features of an IDE are designed for advanced users. This is exactly the problem we want to solve. Refer to the analogy of pilots learning flying and the instruments, we want students to learning programming without worrying about the development tools. Several websites, such as Cloud9 ( https://c9.io/ ) and Codeanywhere ( https://codeanywhere.com/ ), provide fullfeatured cloudbased IDE service to save the time of installation and maintenance. However, they are designed for professionals, not the beginners since mastering an online IDE takes as much time as mastering a desktop IDE. Our system retains key advantages as a cloudbased programming environment while reducing the burden to students by providing a much cleaner interface. Another problem is that IDE is controlled by users (students) and instructors have no control of the plugins used by students. Therefore, students may use IDEs with different versions of compilers / libraries / operating systems from the environment used by instructors in grading. The programs written by students may not execute correctly in the different environment and this creates confusion among students. The proposed system eliminates this problem because every student uses the same back end that is virtualized by Docker container.
Codecademy ( https://www.codecademy.com/ ) presents stepbystep coding instructions to beginners in an interactive online programming environment. A similar approach is CS Cycles ( http://cscircles.cemc.uwaterloo.ca/ ), which integrates universitystyle curriculums, embeds thousands of online autogradable practice assignments, and an open source program visualizer [2] [3] . Both of these two websites are intuitive but they provide no support for debugging or managing coding projects. Our system provides the necessary tools and let students efficiently manage their coding projects by using these tools.
There are many existing systems focusing on grading. Douce et al. [4] provide an overview of automatic assessment tools. Edwards [5] proposes test driven development using an automatic grading tool called WebCAT ( http://webcat.org ) and encourages students to submit their own test cases. Helmick [6] presents Computer Science CourseWare as an integrated environment for courses management. Mimir ( https://mimirhq.com/ ) provides online automated code grading, code quality analysis, and statistics service. These applications consider final submissions, telling students whether their programs are correct. However, students need instant feedback of where, why, and how their programs are wrong while writing programs to achieve efficient learning.
Instead of analyzing complete programs, our system considers the software development process and provides useful information for both students and instructors. The system presents many different views of computer programs and students can understand their programs more deeply. It records students' mistakes during the development process so that instructors can provide additional explanation before the students submit the programs for grading. Figure 1 compares the system with other existing work.
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System Overview
User Interface and Integrated Tools Our system starts with a simple user interface. As shown in Figure 2 , it has a file tree, file operation buttons, a selection bar for choosing source files, an input widget for entering arguments, two execution buttons: Run and Check Memory Error, and an execution result displaying area. The coding area has three different views: Current, History, and Test, shown as Viewing Tabs in Figure 2 . The "Current" tab means editing mode, and a fullyfeatured opensource editor [7] with multiple file tabs are there for students to write programs. The system supports students to edit multiple files at the same web page, and the editor is customized to autofit different sizes of screens. The editor also supports common keyboard shortcuts and syntax highlight to improve students coding experience. The "History" tab shows all the previous versions of a file. The "Test" tab pops a testing panel for students to modularly test their programs. The latter two viewing modes would be further explained in the following sections.
If a student clicks the "Run" button, the system automatically generates correct configuration, compiles the student's coding project, runs the program, and shows the programming outputs on the results displaying area. If the student's code cannot compile, the system shows the compile errors. If the student's program crashes during execution, g d bis automatically invoked. In this case, the system displays the exact line number where the program crashes and highlights the line in the editor, as shown in Figure 3 . If a student clicks the "Check Memory Error" button, the system runs the program using V a l g r i n din order to detect potential memory errors. If there is any memory error, the system parses the original verbose outputs of V a l g r i n d , eliminating repeating messages and displaying only the necessary debugging information in a concise and understandable way to the student, as shown in Figure 4 . The original V a l g r i n doutput of Figure 4 is more than 3000 of lines.
Figure 4: Memory Error Detection
Embedded Version Control This system has a builtin version control tool. A student can create multiple versions of one file and add comments for each version. In the "History" viewing mode, the right side of the panel displays the available versions of the file and the left side shows the preview of the selected version. As shown in Figure 5 and 6, the student can browse all previous versions. If the student clicks the "Rollback" button, the system restores the selected version. Thus, the student takes the advantage of using version control without any knowledge about the underlying mechanism. Modular Programming and Testing A program consists of many functions. If one function fails, the program fails. In a traditional coding classroom, identifying the failing functions can be difficult. Students are expected to write each function correctly to run their programs. However, without a complete program, testing could be difficult and this could be a frustrating experience. This system provides a new way for testing. The system has correct solutions hidden in the backend. When a student finishes only one part of the program, the program can run and be tested after replacing the unfinished parts by the correct solutions. The student has the freedom to choose which functions are replaced to debug the program. This feature allows students to finish programming assignments step by step, and it brings the following three benefits for students. 1. It quickly identifies the incorrect functions thus assigning partial credits is easier. 2. It allows students to test each function individually before finishing the entire program. 3. It finds out which functions are replaced the most as an indication that students have difficulty completing that part of the program. As shown in Figure 7 , in the "Test" viewing mode, each function is like a switch. The system monitors the development process of students by recording how the switches are toggled, and provide instructors with insights into students' view of programming. As students become more proficient, this feature can be partially or completely disabled by the instructor and students have to write the entire programs.
Assignments Management
The system also contains an assignments distribution hub. Instructors can upload their assignments to our system directly. Alternatively, they can maintain an online repository that links to our system. Furthermore, instructors can configure the resource of each assignment under which each program can use. For example, how much memory, how many cores, and how much storage space are provided for a program. Students can also go to the assignment hub, as shown in Figure 8 , select assignments, and click the "Import" button to import assignments to their personal folders. This system is convenient to both students and instructors and thus can create a learning community beyond the boundaries of the classroom. Code Analysis Code analysis is another core function of this system. When students run their programs, the system saves the compile information, execution results, memory violation logs, and other outputs for further analysis. The system aims to record every single operation of students, such as checking out an old version or using standard solutions to test. The system is configurable by each individual instructor for generating the desired report of the progress of students and the statistics about common mistakes. According to the reports, instructors can determine which topic they need to elaborate during lectures.
Implementation
The user interface of the system is responsive on various browsers, majorly built under an open source HTML, CSS, and JavaScript framework Bootstrap. Most communications between the client and our server are completed by asynchronous JavaScript (Ajax) for loading data dynamically without refreshing the entire page. We chose Django as the web framework, taking advantages of its user authentication system to save developing time. The system uses MySQL for the database. Each user program is compiled and executed in an independent Docker container. A Docker container is a lightweight virtual machine. The server is currently deployed on Apache Httpd and Ubuntu Operating System.
Evaluation
Overview
The evaluation process is intended to answer three primary research questions. 1. Does the system provide a superior environment for the improvement of debugging skills, beyond options like IDE and Codeacademy? 2. Is the system helpful for intermediate and beginning coders alike? 3. Dose frequency and regularity of using the system influence performance on coding assignments?
The initial evaluation process for the system and its effectiveness will include both analyses of student use of the system and student selfreport data. The research population for the current study will consist of approximately 65 students enrolled in an Advanced C Programming course. The students in the course typically have a wide range of programming skill. In order to avoid comparison of nonrepresentative sample sets, we will use several initial class assignments to determine baseline competency in skills. We will explore skill gains among individual students.
Since the first implementation of the system alongside a classroom environment involves students in the second programming class, our analysis focuses on seven programming skills essential for this level of students, such as String Modification/Replacement; String Deletion; Text Compression; Array Count; Array Sort/Order; Array Search; Mathematical Operation. Of the seven, Mathematical Operation is the skill least emphasized in the course, but it is important to intermediate and advanced C programming.
Research Design
We will use an ABAB research design to compare the system against traditional methods of coding practice and feedback. Students will be randomly assigned to one of two groups, alternating between experimental and control. Beginning in the second week of classes, and continuing for the next four weeks, both groups will be asked to complete two outofclass assignments that measure some aspect of programming skills. The assignments are designed to be identical in difficulty and concept. Only one group will be allowed to use the system at a time for each assignment. For example, during the first experiment, Group A will use the system for the assignment in the beginning of the week, and Group B will use the system for the assignment at the end of the week. The following week, the order will switch. This experimental framework will allow comparisons between use of the system while providing some control against possible improvements that would come with the repeated practice. Since the system is designed to provide targeted feedback on code writing, the group alternation is done to avoid disadvantaging Group B, as Group A might perform better on both assignments if they were also first to use the system each week.
Because the use of the system will be voluntary, we expect the students will fall into one of three groups: those who engage consistently with the system for each assignment; those who engage partially with the system; those who ignore the system entirely. We will compare each of these three groups to determine if regular use of the system improves performance on coding assignments, and if the level of engagement is influenced by skill level (i.e., students who begin with demonstrable, advanced programming skills may not engage with the system because they have already acquired the necessary competency for coding and debugging).
As is the case for novices in many fields, a student's selfperception of their ability has a significant influence on their inclass achievement [8] . A student's attitude towards programming can also influence their ability to problemsolve, particularly when working in teams [9] . With these considerations, evaluation of the system includes student selfreport feedback. Borrowing from the NSFfunded Student Assessment of Learning Gains project (salgsite.org), we ask students to rate their improvement in coding skills as a result of their use of the system. Students will be asked near the end of the semester to complete an online survey regarding the utility of the system and its ability to improve their programming skills. Students will be asked what specific parts of the system are helpful, along with suggestions for future improvements of the system. Students will also be asked to rate the system's effectiveness at improving the 7 skills emphasized in the course (see appendix for full survey). We will compare student responses in a perception of learning gains with their actual performance in the course and engagement with the system.
Conclusion
This paper presents a system that helps students learn programming. The system automatically invokes many tools for software management and development. By providing the information from these tools without asking students to install, configure, and maintain these tools, our system can take advantage of these tools without adding burden to students. Instructors can understand students' progress while they are doing programming assignments.
Future Improvements
This system has many possibilities for the future improvements. We plan to add functions that allow collaboration and communication among students. The system can help instructors monitor contributions of each student in a group project. Plagiarism detection tools, such as Moss [10] , may also be integrated for instructors as they become necessary. Moreover, besides record every single operation of students and program execution settings, it is possible to store copies of students' code to understand their progress. The information will be valuable for future studies on how students learn and debug their programs.
